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As the Senate debates an immigration reform bill that would make 
extensive changes to the current immigration system, the new CBS 
News/New York Times Poll finds most Americans support measures 
contained in the bill -- including a guest worker program and the 
possibility of permanent residency for illegal immigrants who have 
lived and worked in the U.S. About half support changing the 
immigration system to give priority to immigrants based on background 
rather than family ties. 
 
Public support for these measures is, for the most part, bipartisan.  
Immigration shows little of the typical partisan polarization seen in 
polls on issues like the war in Iraq. 
 
Becoming Legal 
 
Most Americans would allow people who are in the country illegally to 
keep their jobs and try to become legal U.S. residents.  Some critics 
have described the current bill as providing “amnesty” to illegal 
immigrants, but 62% of Americans say illegal immigrants who have lived 
and worked in the U.S. for at least two years should be given a chance 
to keep their jobs and apply for legal status.  Just 33% think such 
people should be deported. 
 
 ILLEGALS WHO HAVE LIVED/WORKED IN U.S. TWO YEARS OR MORE: 
 Offered chance to keep job/apply for legal status  62% 
 Deported         33 
 
Majorities of both Democrats (66%) and Republicans (61%) support this 
approach.   
 
Two-thirds also support a more specific proposal to offer illegal 
immigrants a visa, contingent on meeting certain requirements. 
67% favor allowing illegal immigrants to apply for a four year visa 
that could be renewed, as long as they pay a fine, have a good work 
record and pass a criminal background check.  28% oppose this. 
 
  ALLOW ILLEGALS TO APPLY FOR VISA 
   Favor   67% 
   Oppose  28 
 
Again, support runs across party lines; 66% of Republicans and 72% of 
Democrats favor it. 
 



However, most of those who support this proposal think illegal 
immigrants who apply for the visas should have to wait until all legal 
applicants have been considered first. 
 
Guest Worker Programs 
 
Most Americans accept a guest worker type of program, despite the 
political controversy over this component of the proposed legislation. 
Two thirds support creating a guest worker program that would allow 
people from other countries to work in the U.S. for a temporary period 
of time; 30% oppose that. 
 
   GUEST WORKER PROGRAM 
   Favor   66% 
   Oppose  30 
 
Both Democrats (64%) and Republicans (70%) favor such a program. 
 
Among those who favor a guest worker program, over half would support 
allowing such workers to become permanent residents eventually if they 
have good employment records and have not committed any crimes.  38% 
would prefer the workers return home when their work period expires. 
  
  AT END OF WORK PERIOD, GUEST WORKERS SHOULD: 
  (Among those who favor guest worker program) 
   Apply for permanent residency 57% 
   Return home    38 
 
There is no consensus, however, on what the impact of a guest worker 
program might be on illegal immigration.  45% think illegal 
immigration would increase as a result of a guest worker program, 
while 41% think it would decrease. 
 
One of the reasons Americans may accept many of these proposals is 
that they view the U.S. economy as doing pretty well.  55% of 
Americans rate the U.S. economy as at least somewhat good.  Although 
just 11% believe the economy is getting better, 44% say it is staying 
the same. 
 
Just one in 5 would like to see the number of visas issued to 
specialized workers from other countries increased.  A similar 
percentage would like to see the number of such visas issued 
decreased, and nearly half want them kept at the present level. 
 
Merit-based or Family-based Immigration?  
 
The public is somewhat receptive to another change, giving priority to 
immigrants based on their background instead of whether they already 
have family in the U.S.  About half support giving priority to 
immigrants based on their education, job skills and work experience, 
while 34% say that priority should be given to family members of 
immigrants already in the U.S. 



 
   GIVE PRIORITY TO IMMIGRANTS: 
  Based on education, job skills, work  51% 
  With family members in U.S.    34 
 
Republicans are firmly behind giving priority to immigrants based on 
their background, while Democrats are divided. 
 
Employer Measures 
 
The legislation would also raise the fines levied on employers who 
hire illegal immigrants, and a majority of Americans approve. 75% 
favor increasing enforcement of laws about hiring illegal immigrants 
and the size of the fines for employers who do so.  8% oppose that. 
 
  INCREASING ENFORCEMENT/FINES AGAINST EMPLOYERS 
    Favor  75% 
    Oppose  8 
 
Majorities of both Republicans and Democrats favor this proposal. 
 
But Americans are divided on creating a federal database that would 
include everyone in the country who wants to work (U.S. citizens and 
immigrants), which employers would access before hiring an employee to 
determine whether the person is in the country legally.  45% think 
this is a good idea, and 49% think it is a bad idea. 
 
    EMPLOYER DATABASE 
    Good idea  45% 
    Bad idea  49 
 
Slightly more than half of Republicans say this is a good idea, while 
a similar percentage of Democrats think it is a bad idea. 
 
There is also uncertainty about whether the government should issue 
identification cards to workers; half says they don’t know enough 
about that to have an opinion.  35% think that’s a good idea, while 
15% think it is a bad idea. 
 
While many Americans favor programs that would allow illegal 
immigrants to attain some measure of legality, at the same time many 
also take a hard line about those who break the law.  69% think that 
illegal immigrants should be prosecuted and deported for simply being 
in the U.S. illegally; just one in 4 think they should not be.  
Majorities of both Democrats and Republicans share this view. 
 
The Mexican Border 
 
The proposed immigration bill would both increase the size of the 
border patrol along the U.S.-Mexico border and provide for a fence in 
certain areas. Most Americans think increasing the border patrol is 
the more effective means of stopping illegal immigration:  68% think 



increased border patrols would be most effective, while just 15% opt 
for more fences. 
 
 MOST EFFECTIVE IN REDUCING ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS FROM MEXICO? 
  Increasing border patrol  68% 
  Building a fence    15  
 
In most Americans’ minds, most illegal immigrants come from Mexico – 
three quarters volunteer that as the case.  When it comes to reducing 
illegal immigration from that country, Americans would prefer 
negotiating with the Mexican government in order to increase border 
security over increasing trade with Mexico.   
   
VIEWS OF (ILLEGAL) IMMIGRATION 
 
Most Americans are highly critical of current U.S. immigration policy, 
especially when it comes to illegal immigration.  Half thinks that 
current immigration policy has so much wrong with it that it needs to 
be completely rebuilt.  Almost as many see it as needing fundamental 
changes; few think just minor changes are in order. 
 
   U.S. IMMIGRATION POLICY NEEDS… 
   Completely rebuilt  49% 
   Fundamental changes  41 
   Minor changes    8 
 
Illegal immigration is a particular concern; 61% think it is a very 
serious problem, and another 30% think it is somewhat serious.  
Concern about the issue has risen in the past few months, from 56% in 
January. 
 
  ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION: HOW SERIOUS A PROBLEM? 
     Now 1/2007 4/2006 1/2006 
 Very    61%  56%   62%   51% 
 Somewhat   30  29   25   33 
 Not too/not at all  7  14   12   16 
 
In part, this may be because so many see illegal immigration as 
widespread.  The majority of Americans – three in 4 – believe that 
most of the people who have come to the United States in the last few 
years are in the country illegally.  Just 16% think most are here 
legally. 
 
Americans point to the government as not addressing that issue 
adequately.  More then four in 5 -- 82% -- think the U.S. could be 
doing more along its borders to keep illegal immigrants from crossing 
over into the U.S.; just 14% think the U.S. is now doing all it can. 
 
 IS U.S. DOING ALL CAN BE EXPECTED TO KEEP ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS OUT? 
    Yes  14% 
    No  82 
 



When asked to volunteer the most important problem facing the country 
today, immigration ties for third place, along with gas prices.  (The 
war in Iraq tops the list by a wide margin.) 
 

MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM 
       Now  4/2007 
   War in Iraq  31%  36% 
   Economy & jobs   8   9 

Price of gas   7   3 
   Immigration   7   5 
 
Nearly four in 5 Americans have heard or read at least some about 
changing U.S. immigration laws, including 26% who have heard or read a 
lot. 
 
VIEWS OF IMMIGRANTS 
 
Americans have a positive impression of immigrants generally.  When 
asked without reference to immigrants’ legality, majorities of 
Americans say immigrants contribute to this country and work as hard, 
or harder, than people born here.   
 
However, the poll shows evidence of some negative underlying views; 
when asked what other people would say (which can be a stand-in for a 
respondent’s own negative views), 53% think they would say that most 
recent immigrants cause problems for the country.  And 62% think they 
do not try to learn English within a reasonable period of time.  More 
than a third, 35%, wants even legal immigration into the country 
decreased.   
 
Illegal immigrants are viewed particularly negatively.  70% think they 
weaken the economy because they don’t all pay taxes but do use public 
services.  45% think that terrorism against the U.S. has increased as 
a result of illegal immigration into the U.S.   
 
    VIEWS OF IMMIGRANTS 
 Compared to people born in U.S., immigrants work: 
  Harder    46% 
  As hard    39 
  Not as hard     8 
 
 Recent immigrants: 
  Contribute to U.S.  57% 
  Cause problems   28 
 
 Do recent immigrants try to learn English? 
  Yes     31% 
  No     62 
 
 Illegal immigrants: 
  Strengthen the economy 23% 
  Weaken the economy  70 



 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
This poll was conducted among a random sample of 1,125 adults nationwide, 
interviewed by telephone May 18-23, 2007.  The error due to sampling for 
results based on the entire sample could be plus or minus three percentage 
points.  The error for subgroups is higher.  An oversample of African 
Americans was also conducted for this poll, for a total of 192 interviews 
among this group. The results were then weighted in proportion to the racial 
composition of the adult population in the U.S. Census.  The margin of error 
for African Americans is plus or minus 7 percentage points.   
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q1 & q2 RELEASED SEPARATELY 
 
q3 What do you think is the most important problem facing this country today? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind    Apr07a  
                               %       %      %       %     % 
War in Iraq    31      23     38      31   36 
Economy and Jobs    8       6     10       9    9 
Gas/Heating Oil Crisis         7       9      8       5    3 
Immigration     7       9      3       9    5 
Health Care     5       2      7       5    5 
Terrorism (general)            3       6      1       4    4 
The President/G. W. Bush  3       0      5       3    3 
Environment                    3       4      3       3    2 
Moral Values/Family Values     3       8      1       2    2 
Poverty / Homelessness   3       2      4       3    2 
Foreign Policy                 3       0      5       2    4 
Education                      2       2      2       2    1 
Crime      2       4      1       1    0 
Other                         15      19      7      17   19 
DK/NA                          5       6      5       4    5 
 
q4 – q10 RELEASED SEPARATELY 
 
q11 HELD FOR FUTURE RELEASE 
 
q12 How would you rate the condition of the national economy these days?  Is it very 
good, fairly good, fairly bad, or very bad? 
      
Very good                      7      17      1       5    8    
Fairly good                   48      60     36      50   51 
Fairly bad                    29      18     37      30   28 
Very bad                      14       5     24      13   11 
DK/NA                          2       0      2       2    2 
 
q13 Do you think the economy is getting better, getting worse, or staying about the same? 
 
Better                        11      22      4      10   11 
Worse                         43      25     57      45   44 
Same                          44      53     38      43   44 
DK/NA                          2       0      1       2    1 
 
q14 – q34 RELEASED SEPARATELY 
 
q35 – q39 BLANK 
 
q40 RELEASED SEPARATELY 
 
 
 
 
 
 



q41 Which comes closer to your opinion: 1) America should always welcome all immigrants, 
or 2) America should always welcome some immigrants, but not others, or 3) America cannot 
afford to open its doors to any newcomers? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind    Oct96d  
                               %       %      %       %     % 
Welcome all                   24      21     24      27   22 
Welcome some                  48      61     40      45   49 
No newcomers                  24      15     31      25   26 
DK/NA                          4       3      5       3    3 
 
q42 Which of the following three statements comes closest to expressing your overall view 
of immigration policy in the United States?  1) On the whole, our immigration policy 
works pretty well and only minor changes are necessary to make it work better. 2) There 
are some good things in our immigration policy, but fundamental changes are needed. 3) 
Our immigration policy has so much wrong with it that we need to completely rebuild it. 
 
Only minor changes             8      11      8       7 
Fundamental changes           41      44     41      38 
Completely rebuild            49      44     50      52 
DK/NA                          2       1      1       3 
 
q43 Generally, do today's immigrants work harder than people born here, not as hard, or 
isn't there much difference? 
 
            Oct05a 
Harder                        46      45     46      46   46 
Not as hard                    8       8      8       7    6 
Not much difference           39      40     40      37   43 
Depends (vol.)   --   --    --      --    5 
DK/NA                          7       7      6      10    0 
 
q44 Overall, would you say most recent immigrants to the United States contribute to this 
country, or do most of them cause problems?  
 
            Dec01a 
Contribute                    57      54     61      54   51 
Cause problems                28      31     25      29   31 
Both (vol.)                    6       5      6       6    4 
Depends on origin (vol.)       1       2      0       1    1 
DK/NA                          8       8      8      10   13 
 
q45 Overall, do you think most other people would say most recent immigrants to the 
United States contribute to this country, or do most of them cause problems?  
 
Contribute                    32      33     31      33 
Cause problems                53      53     57      50 
Both (vol.)                    3       2      3       4 
Depends on origin (vol.)       1       1      0       2 
DK/NA                         11      11      9      11 
 
 
 
 
 



q46 In the long run, do you think the people who are emigrating to the United States 
today will make American society better, will make American society worse, or do you 
think today's immigrants won't affect American society one way or the other? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind    Oct96d  
                               %       %      %       %     % 
Better                        28      30     25      29   22 
Worse                         35      37     31      36   40 
Won't affect society          29      24     36      26   27 
DK/NA                          8       9      7       9   11 
 
q47 Do you think most of the people who have moved to the United States in the last few 
years are here legally, or are most of them here illegally? 
 
            Dec01a 
Legally                       16      18     15      15   29 
Illegally                     75      73     76      75   53 
Half and half (vol.)           2       3      2       2    3 
DK/NA                          7       6      7       8   15 
 
q48 How much have you heard or read about changing the laws regarding immigration in the 
United States -- a lot, some, not much, or nothing at all? 
 
            May06b 
A lot                         26      23     24      31   38 
Some                          51      59     50      47   39 
Not much                      18      15     23      16   21 
Nothing at all                 4       3      3       6    3 
DK/NA                          0       0      0       0    0 
 
q49 BLANK  
 
q50 Should LEGAL immigration into the United States be kept at its present level, 
increased, or decreased? 
 
            Mar07a 
Present level                 39      41     38      39   30 
Increased                     20      20     22      19   18 
Decreased                     35      34     34      36   48 
DK/NA                          6       5      6       6    4 
 
q51 What about ILLEGAL immigration, how serious a problem do you think the issue of 
ILLEGAL immigration is for the country right now -- very serious, somewhat serious, not 
too serious, or not at all serious?  
 
            Jan07c 
Very serious                  61      65     56      63   56 
Somewhat serious              30      30     34      26   29 
Not too serious                6       4      7       8   12 
Not at all serious             1       0      0       2    2 
DK/NA                          2       1      3       1    1 
 
 
 
 
 



q52 What, if anything, is your main concern about immigrants in the U.S.? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind  
                               %       %      %       %  
They use public services      17      17     18      16 
Take jobs from legal res. 13      14     14      12 
Breaking law by being here    11      10     11      11 
They don't pay taxes           8       8      8       8 
Terrorism/security threat      8       9      8       8 
Commit crimes                  6       6      4       9 
Don't learn to speak English  5       4      5       4 
Other     19   19    18      21 
DK/NA                         13      13     14      11 
 
q53 What, if anything, is the main benefit from immigrants in the U.S.?   
 
Provide cultural diversity    16      21     13      16 
Take jobs Amer. don't want    16      17     14      17 
Low-cost labor                15      19     13      14 
Hard working                   9      10      7      10 
Strengthen economy        5       5      5       5 
U.S. history based on them  3       3      2       4 
They appreciate America -      2       1      3       1 
Nothing                        7       5      8       8 
Other      6    5     7  4 
DK/NA                         21      14     28      21 
 
q54 From what you know, what country or part of the world do you think most ILLEGAL 
immigrants to the United States come from today? 
 
Mexico                        74      81     70      73 
South America (spec. cntry)   2       2      0       3 
Central America (spec. cntry)  2       2      3       1 
South America (general)   6       5      5       7 
Central America (general)  6       5      7       5 
Other     16    3     9  8 
 
DK/NA                          4       2      6       3 
 
q55 Do you think ILLEGAL immigrants coming to this country today take jobs away from 
American citizens, or do they mostly take jobs Americans don't want? 
 
           May06a  
            % 
Take jobs away                30      30     29      30  36 
Take jobs Americans don't     59      60     60      56  53 
Both (Vol.)                    9       9      8       9   9 
DK/NA                          2       1      3       5   2 
 
q56 Do you think ILLEGAL immigrants do more to strengthen the U.S. economy because they 
provide low-cost labor and they spend money or do ILLEGAL immigrants do more to weaken 
the U.S. economy because they don't all pay taxes but use public services? 
 
Strengthen                    23      21     21      25  22   
Weaken                        70      73     72      66  70 
DK/NA                          7       6      6       9   8 
 
 



q57 Do you think the U.S. is doing all it can reasonably be expected to do along its 
borders to keep ILLEGAL immigrants from crossing into this country, or could the U.S. be 
doing more? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind 
                               %       %      %       % 
Doing all it can              14      12     16      15 
Could be doing more           82      86     80      82    
DK/NA                          4       2      4       3 
 
q58 Compared to American citizens, how likely do you think ILLEGAL immigrants are to 
commit crimes -- are ILLEGAL immigrants more likely, less likely or about as likely to 
commit crimes as American citizens? 
 
More likely                   30      37     25      31 
Less likely                   14      14     13      15 
About as likely               53      44     60      51 
DK/NA                          3       5      2       3 
 
q59 As a result of LEGAL immigration into the United States, do you think the threat of 
terrorism against the United States has increased, decreased, or stayed about the same? 
 
     ***** HALF SAMPLE A ***** 
Increased                     42      47     39      39 
Decreased                      3       4      3       2 
Stayed same                   54      47     56      59 
DK/NA                          1       2      2       0 
 
q60 As a result of ILLEGAL immigration into the United States, do you think the threat of 
terrorism against the United States has increased, decreased, or stayed about the same? 
 
     ***** HALF SAMPLE B ***** 
Increased                     45      50     45      40 
Decreased                      2       3      1       3 
Stayed same                   50      42     52      54 
DK/NA                          3       5      2       3 
 
q61 If you had to choose, what do you think should happen to most ILLEGAL immigrants who 
have lived and worked in the United States for at least two years: They should be given a 
chance to keep their jobs and eventually apply for legal status, OR They should be 
deported back to their native country? 
 
     **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS ****   Mar07a 
      %    %     %  %    % 
Offered chance to keep job    62      61     66      60   60 
Deported                      33      34     31      35   36 
DK/NA                          5       5      3       5    4 
 
q62 Do you think it is possible to find and deport most ILLEGAL immigrants to their 
native countries, or do you think that is not possible? 
 
    * THOSE WHO ANSWERED “DEPORTED” IN Q61 * 
Possible                      56      58     50      60 
Not possible                  42      41     50      35 
DK/NA                          2       1      0       5 
 



q63 Would you favor or oppose allowing illegal immigrants who came into the country 
before January to apply for a four-year visa that could be renewed, as long as they pay a 
$5,000 fine, a fee, show a clean work record and pass a criminal background check. 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind 
                               %       %      %       % 
Favor                         67      66     72      65 
Oppose                        28      29     24      31 
DK/NA                          5       5      4       4 
 
q64 Should they be allowed to apply for U.S. citizenship just like legal applicants, or 
should they have to wait until all legal applicants have been considered first? 
 
    * THOSE WHO ANSWERED “FAVOR” IN Q63 * 
Should be like everyone else 24      21     20      31 
Should wait                   73      77     78      65 
DK/NA                          3       2      2       4 
 
q65 Would you favor or oppose requiring them to return to their home country before 
applying for U.S. citizenship? 
 
Favor                         42      44     43      39 
Oppose                        49      44     51      49 
DK/NA                          9      12      6      12 
 
q66 As you may know, employers are currently subject to fines if they knowingly hire 
ILLEGAL immigrants. Would you favor or oppose higher fines and increased enforcement of 
employers who knowingly hire ILLEGAL immigrants? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
Favor                         75      77     72      76 
Favor enforcement, not fin     8       8      8       7 
Oppose                        15      14     17      13 
DK/NA                          2       1      3       4 
 
q67 Some people have proposed requiring all workers, both U.S. citizens and immigrants to 
get a tamper-proof government-issued identification card. From what you know, do you 
think this is a good idea or a bad idea or don't you know enough yet to say? 
 
Good idea                     35      36     35      33 
Bad idea                      15      14     12      20 
Don't know enough             49      49     52      46 
DK/NA                          1       1      1       1 
 
q68 Members of Congress have proposed creating a new federal database that would include 
information about everyone in the country who wants to work, both U.S. citizens and 
immigrants. Some people say this is a good idea because employers would be able to check 
to determine whether or not an employee is in the United States legally. Other people say 
this is a bad idea because it is an invasion of U.S. citizens' privacy. What do you think 
-- is it a good idea or a bad idea for the government to create a database of everyone in 
the country who wants to work? 
 
Good idea                     45      53     42      42 
Bad idea                      49      42     51      52 
DK/NA                          6       5      7       6 
 



q69 Would you favor or oppose a program allowing people from other countries to be guest 
workers in the U.S. for a temporary period of time, and then be required to return to 
their home country? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind 
                               %       %      %       % 
Favor                         66      70     64      64 
Oppose                        30      26     30      32 
DK/NA                          4       4      6       4 
 
q70 Some proposals for temporary guest worker programs would allow immigrant workers to 
apply to become permanent residents after their temporary work period is over if they 
have good employment records and have not committed crimes. Other proposals would require 
temporary workers to return home when their work period expires. Which do you prefer -- 
allowing temporary workers to become permanent residents or requiring temporary workers 
to leave at the end of their work period? 
 
    * THOSE WHO ANSWERED “FAVOR” IN Q69 * 
Become permanent residents    57      51     59      60 
Leave at end of work period   38      45     36      34 
Neither (vol.)                 1       0      2       0 
DK/NA                          4       4      3       6 
 
q71 Some people say a guest worker program would DECREASE illegal immigration by giving 
the people who want to come and work in the U.S. a legal way to do so. Other people say a 
guest worker program would INCREASE illegal immigration because those who came to work in 
the U.S. might stay longer than allowed. What do you think -- would having a guest worker 
program increase or decrease illegal immigration? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
Increase                      45      44     52      40 
Decrease                      41      44     38      42 
No effect (vol.)               5       3      3       9 
DK/NA                          9       9      7       9 
 
q72 If someone from another country is working in the U.S. illegally, what should happen 
if that person wants to apply for U.S. citizenship : 1. should that person be allowed to 
apply just like everyone else, or 2. Should that person be allowed to apply, but only 
after all the other legal applicants have been considered; or 3. should that person never 
be allowed to apply? 
 
Allowed with all              17      18     16      18 
Allowed after                 59      64     60      56 
Never allowed                 20      17     22      20 
DK/NA                          4       1      2       7 
 
q73 When the US government is deciding which immigrants to admit to this country, should 
priority be given to people who have family members already living in the U.S., or should 
priority be given to people based on education, job skills and work experience? 
 
People with family members    34      31     42      30 
Based on background           51      60     42      52 
It depends (vol.)              5       3      4       8 
DK/NA                         10       6     12      10 
 
 



q74 Should ILLEGAL immigrants be prosecuted and deported for being in the U.S. illegally, 
or shouldn't they? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind 
                               %       %      %       % 
Should be prosecuted          69      72     64      73 
Should not                    24      23     29      20 
DK/NA                          7       5      7       7 
 
q75 Do you think the children of illegal immigrants who graduate from high school in the 
U.S. should be allowed to attend state public colleges at the same reduced in-state 
tuition rates as other state residents, or should they pay higher tuition? 
 
            Jul00a 
             % 
In-state tuition              52      46     55      53   61 
Higher rate                   39      46     39      35   33 
Shouldn’t be allowed   4       4      2       6    0 
DK/NA                          5       4      4       6    6 
 
q76 Should the number of visas available to specialized workers from other countries be 
kept at the present level, increased or decreased? 
 
Present level                 47      52     43      46 
Increased                     20      19     21      20 
Decreased                     21      16     23      22 
DK/NA                         12      13     13      12 
 
q77 Do you think most recent immigrants try to learn English within a reasonable amount 
of time, or don't they? 
 
Yes they do                   31      25     33      33 
No, they do not               62      71     60      58  
It depends (Vol.)              3       2      4       4 
DK/NA                          4       2      3       5 
 
q78 BLANK 
 
q79 Do you think the Bush Administration has made a lot of progress, some progress, not 
much progress, or no progress at all in increasing trade and assistance to Mexico? 
 
            Jul03b 
A lot                          5       6      3       5    6 
Some                          33      43     29      30   33 
Not much                      26      25     25      29   15 
No progress at all            19      10     27      19    9 
DK/NA                         17      16     16      17   37 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



q80 If you had to choose, in order to reduce ILLEGAL immigration from Mexico, would you 
prefer increasing trade with Mexico or negotiating with the Mexican government to improve 
security on their side of the border? 
 
                              **** TOTAL RESPONDENTS **** 
                                      **** Party ID ****  
                              Total   Rep    Dem     Ind 
                               %       %      %       % 
Increasing trade              21      22     20      23 
Improving security       68      72     70      64 
Both (vol.)                    3       1      2       5 
Neither (vol.)                 2       2      1       3 
DK/NA                          5       2      7       5 
 
q81 If you had to choose, which of the following actions do you think would be most 
effective in reducing the number of illegal immigrants who come to the United States from 
Mexico -- building more fences along the border or increasing border patrols at 
checkpoints? 
 
Fences                        15      22     11      13 
Border patrol                 68      62     74      67 
Both (vol.)                   10      10      9      12 
DK/NA                          7       6      5       8 
 
 
 
 
 

UNWEIGHTED  WEIGHTED
Total Respondents   1125 
 
Total Republicans   296   328 
Total Democrats   438   413 
Total Independents  391   391 
 
Half Sample A   564   581 
Half Sample B   561   551 
 
 


